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Castle Dracula
Here are some tips to review to  

help make sure the night is  

an unforgettable experience.

Read Your  Character Sheet – This contains your 
identity and all the information you will need to play your part.

Don’t Reveal Everything About Your 
Character – While there are many things that everyone 
needs to know about you, some things should remain secret. Use 
your discretion, and do not give too much away – you may find 
out at the party that you are the killer indeed!

Dress The Part – The more in character you are, the easier it 
will be for you to truly enjoy all the aspects of the night. In addition, 
it adds to the excitement, the photo opportunities, and your 
chance to be voted best dressed. See www.terrorintransylvania.
com for costume ideas.

Review the Transylvania Times – Be sure to review 
the newsletter to find background information on the guests 
attending the party and other information that might be useful 
at the party.

Use Your Money Creatively–Upon arrival, you will 
receive some money to spend any way you choose. Bribery and 
blackmail are two of the most common uses we found (and 
highly encouraged). The wealthiest player at the end of the night 
will also receive an award for their ability to turn a profit.

You’re Invited To



All of the underworld is invited to
Dracula’s 500th birthday celebration! 

As the members of the haunting and  
haunted gather at the desolate Transylvania 
castle, this will be an evening away from the  

mortals where the supernatural community can  

come together to celebrate and carouse!

During the night of spooktacular fun, one of the 

party-goers will end up in a grave they have  
dug for themselves. Desperate to avoid becoming 
victims themselves, the ghoulish guests will seek  

out the culprit in their midst.

Perhaps the murderer will be the bewitching 

witch with a cross to bear? A mollif ied mummy who 

needs to keep things under wraps? Or possibly a 

vindictive vampiress who was once bitten twice shy?

What lies ahead is a hauntingly complex night  

during which the spooky and the  

spirited collide to solve a mystery 

designed to leave you spellbound.

It is enough to have 
the skeletons shaking 

in their bones.
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Join us for

Dracula’s
Birthday Bash

Be sure to arrive
between the hours:of

and

Castle Dracula
is located at:

To RSVP, contact
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